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The vigorous

development of cybernetics in the lait

decade has been accompanied by intensive use of the most
diverse mathematical tools for working out and investigating autonatic control systems.

The theory of statistt-

cal decisions as one of the subdivisions of probability
theory has been utilized successfully in the solution
cybernetic problems along with information theory, mas:.ematical logic, and the theory of games.
One of the papers presented' at the winter session
of the Azerican Institute of Electrical Engineers
ary to 2

February 1962 in New York)

(23 Janu-

was devoted to the

application of the theory of statistical decisions in the
analysis and synthesis of cognitive system which can learn.
The paper was read by a worker of the Laboratory of Control
Systems and Information,
.

Pu.

It had the title

Purdue University

(Lafayette), K.

"A Learning System Using

7

Fstatistical Decision Functionm". [see Note].
([Note] K. S. Fu, "A Learning System Using Statistical Decision Functions,"

presented at the A33E Winter

General Meeting in New York January 28 - February 2, 1962.)
The paper contained a discussion of questions connected with the analysis and synthesis of a learning sysem.
which processes input data in the form of input signals
(input measurements)

and so-called "learning observations".

The system worked as a cognitive device.

The problem of

recognition was formulated in terms of the theory of st.,tistical decisions.

It was shown in the paper that th . g,

tern can improve its work

(learn) by increasing the number

of learning observations.
A sumnary of this paper is given below.
Introduct ion
The word learning is understood to be some systematlo
behavior of a system which leads to certain forms of stability

[1].

A system which systematically varies its behavtor

in accordance with a set of input signals can be regarded at,
a system which learns.

In case the system is well designed

Its behavior improves in accordance with one or more criteria. These criteria are usually linked with decreases in
arrors or with increases in the stability of the system.

model of learning from encouragement was studied in
different forms.

-

Systems which learn or realize such a

model are usually trained by an external

"traiiier " .

This trainer selects and applies the encouragement factor
on the basis of investigations of the reactions of the
system.

However, more autonomous learning systems are

necessary in which variation of their behavior will be
achieved by the system itself, without any external intervention.
In studying adaptive control sysems we start with
the idea that they are capable of varying their behavior
to ccrrespond with changes in the characteristics of the
controlled procesi which cannot be foreseen or guessed

[2].

in this connection an adaptive system is capabti

-f

varying its behavior, for example, by changing its imp-..
transfer function In such a way as automatically to recog'nize a signal which appears at random and is subject to

noise

[3].
When machines for pattern recognition are to recog-

nize new patterns, it is usually desirable to make use of
past experience.

One of the possible approaches to solving

such problems is to design a system which learns from experience to vary its behavior in accordance with changes in tht

3-

2

Tinput s ignal.

The learning process Was illustrated in the oaper
by means of a system which operated as a cognitive oz
classifying device.

It is clear that a machine which '1s

capable of establishing similarity in input signiS
solve many problem that must now be solved by
ings.

n

Automatic classification Is deterainatior .

class of signals at the input of the device or, ',e

Lxi

of a set of measurements of the input signal and a seque.
of learning observations,

Learning obsarvat' mka

an ,-lc
e,

stood to mean measurements of a finite number of pos
Inut signalt of each class.

After an input signal is re-

cognized, a certain action is performed, for example, a
change in the system parameters in order to increase its
stability. The losses which the machine incurs as a result
of each possible decision are evaluated with the aid of an
inaeparable weighting function.

The purpose of the person

who receives the decision is to minimize the probability

'

locses in the course of recognition.
The analysis and synthesis of a learning systr

:

alto regarded as proceeding on the basis of data obtalnd
by measuring the input quantities and the learning observations.

The losses which are unavoidable in obtaining a sui-II-cient number of accurate measurements, the abstract
4

Frature of the properties which define the class of the in4
put signal to the system, and the statistical features
which are characteristic of measurements make it essential to utilize the so-called statistical methods *or an.v4lyzing and synthesizing systems.
Although a system is designed for rcc og.it 1,I'n
certain class of input signals in order to perform a
tain action such as varying the behavior of the

y

after acceptance of the decision, in general, hrwever,
the measurements which are to serve as the basis for recognition do not provide enough information for the clan

of input signal to be recognized successfully st' al
times.

The statistical methods which are applied in such

situations constitute the subject of the theory of stntlFtical decision functions

[4 - 1].

The Problem of Accepting Statisti.cal tecitions
The problem of accepting a statitticn. decislor is
formulated in a fairly general form which includes:
1) the state of a priori knowledge;

2) the losses

nected with a possibly incorrect decision;
to experimentation.

3)

er.-

loosen due

The problem is regarded as coraecttfd

with a sequence of values of some random variable, let uc
!say,

xl, x 2 ,

... , x n

denoted as

txl

which can be

lConsidered the result of a series of measurements of Vhe7
input signal which Is to be recognized.
Let ASi
zones

be a parameter space.

Wls 123

**#&an

where

0i

It Is subdivided itv
corresponds to tht

class of the correct signal at the

ith

input.

Here

m

is the number of possible classes of input signals which
must be recognized.

Each point in the parameter space

corresponds to a set of values of the parameters fei
shall use

Hi

to denote the hypothesis according to whiih

some [)lies

in to..

Each set of possible values of~ [XI

corresponds to a point in an

n-dimensinnal sample sptce A.

The A space in turn is subdivided into zones
"'"
case

6 m;

here the hypothesis

[x)

is contained in

Hi

61.

6l , $21

.4.,

must be accepted only 1The problem of acceptirng a

statistlv.al decision must now be defined as the problem of
selecting zones
given zones
Let

61, 62, ..., 6 .
LO

.'S
(012 0)0@a'

In the sample space for

in the parameter stace S4

P - (P1, P2 ' 000# P")

bution defined on the 61 space.

be an a priori
Pi

,

is the a priori ,.-z,-

bability that the input signal will belong

f:,;

t

Wi.

The decision space which is accepted by the system for recognition is composed of
dl, d2 , ... , d.

where

possible decisions

m

di

is the decision for which

-6-

hypothesis

HI

is that lose incurred by the system in case

L(Wi
1 , dj)
decision

is accepted while the input signal actually

dj

belongs to the class

a)"

In case there is a noneaquon-

tial process of accepting the decision
correct

2

is accepted.- The weighting function

d

(in case some

is accepted as the decision)

the conditional

risk in recognizing input signals that belong to c!:is

.

can be written in the form
r (., d)

fL (wi., d)p x/w1 dx.
A

where integration is over the entire
p(x, 4-)

spacet

is the conditional probability of

tion that W)

x

on condi-

is the corresponding true class of the

measured input signal.

For a given

P

the mean risk is

equal to
P or

R (P. d) "i

.

*-jd)

(""

W rp((P. d)dx.

3

where
m

vx

rPi_

-

wA. d)

pa

ia)

Via defined as the a priori conditional risk of the. eorrect
decision

d

for the given measurement

x.

After that it i& necessary to choose the correct e
cision so as to minimize the mean risk

R(P, d)

minimize the maximum of the conditional risk

or to

r(U0,

d).

The decision rule which minimizes the mean risk is calltd
(3),

the Bayes, rule.

According to

consider each

separately and to vainimize

In case

d'

x

it is sufficient "o
rx(P, d).

is Bayes' rule, then
rx (P, d') <r. (P. d!.(5

that is,
m

-

For a constant function the losses

L(0,
d -

°0.)
IV, V*J

)=j

and, without losing generality, when
to show that the risk function

6

bability of incorrect recognition.

v w 1,

it

ispesy

is essentially the proIn order to minimize

Ithe probability of incorrect ,recognition it is necewsery_I

T Ch(ose

dI

of thea 40ndlitirl, tmt

In4 catte we deflne

Al

C131011 Stnte

The

4

d~,tki~i

learn:~ng

Is,

H.

'zi

accepted~ In ctse thfat

Pr~ocess~ ~In the~ Ancorjlo

IPvWjtI

la the PI eceddtrug aect icm we exa-mineon tbe pr-ntz'_

of Stait ,taa

daCiu:Liria.

In that i;3etlon wit exi~neM tie

deireloament of a motliod for recognizir~l a tt]LaSm oflp~f

*

a~~Igniaim taaed -on a set, of mneasuremnts 4f thit Iripust
atul a siequence of 1earnivig abservaitosw

*

:,:at'~m
-

to

The prac~eamn~

of a sat of mopaauemefts of' tile Inpixt s1~ma.i

X,. ,
!2?

ti

X111

t;:i

to be recagnzed a*6d a aet o~f

11~ijof po~si~ble turput elk;~~

fc~s

TFor

each

I -li, 28

a. -The last measurements which]

**..

are called learning measurements are represented In the
form

'a M

f

Xl01 1j 00." x s.

X.
1 I , X 1 0 2 8 s**

rule for acceptance of decision

*

The

d is a function which

transfoarms each set of measurements

(x,m) into an ac-

tion whch fellows recognition of the class of the measured
input signl,
Let

where a. a [xii., Xi,
composed of

4I

is a not which Is

Xi,jj)

*06A

training measurements of cn1assa

denotes a set with elements

/Is12

,

.

)

w %.1e

The rule

for ac(:eptiflg the decision on the bas-is of naethiuremsents
(x, 'a) Is denoted by

d(x, m).

For any decision rule

d

the conditional risk in

recognizing Input signals which belong to class

Wi

is

equal to

'a ajod)

L

-10--

d)p (x, m/i)dx dm.

(Z

Fwiere r Is the space of learning measurements
is the conditional probability

p(x, m/Li)

7

m;

(x,m) in

case Wi

is the true class of the measured input signel.

In case

P is an a priori distribution, the mean rL3c 13

equal to

R1 (P. d).

Pir(0,. d)(i

,.),(X. a)(P. d)dxdR,
(is)

where
(

r(.,) (P. d)

dLP,.
P p)( i/p
V

)

)

is de ined as the conditional risk off the decision r- e
for the given measurements
if P

d

(x, M).

is fixed but unknown, vd if the learnir.g

measurements of different classes is statistically unreliable, then
Pip (X, m/woi) - p (x, m, 0j) - P (X'w
5 , mi) P (mi'M) P (m).

Now, equation

(14) can be represented in the form

R,(f'. d)-5! p (in)
!___

(17)

,

m

L (u, d)p (Xjwoj

-..--

in:)

Pti,,,ind dint.

;

Ifis d kyogangthen we obtain

F

Ifd'

~e

for each set of measurements

rule

d.

The expressions

Dyesam,(19)

(x, a)

p(x/il, ml)

and each decisicn

and

P(co/m)

wt.l

be defined on the basis of lealning measurements.

A functional diagram of a learning system: I - learAn;,
measurements m; 2 - measurements x; 3 - determIna.r nof maximum amplitude; 4 - input signal which is rec,.gnized.
In order to show that a system can learn or ciafngt
its characteristics in accordance with learning observa-i
itions, it is necessary to prove that the Bayesian rit

-12-

Frepresented by equation

(18)

is a nonincreasing functio

of the number of learning observations.

In other words,

adding to the learning observations does not increase the
risk in the system,
We have arrived at the following theorem:

distribgtion of

P

p Agyeslan Q

ja

p_ r
,_

for
then/,

m..,

11.. 1,, 12" z 2,.

if

d,

,

(21)

RP (P. do)4RI (P.,4r),
where

d'*

is te

/

yes rule for learnIng obs

The theorem can be proved as follows.

j-.

t

AccordirZ t!-

the definition

Re (P. d').

RP (P. d'o)

In accordance with

R,. (P. dr's

(*)

-.

(18)

L(*,, O'P Walm.

In view of the fact that

MD P (wi/)

d'

dtdo.

(3

is not a function of

the difference

no -a,- (-V., ,,$.... ,.

equation

(23)

..-VOI+,,0 X.,8s).

can be written in

-- 13-

the form

(24)

R,

, d')

(P,

d'

]X
,- (XPi, O') P(WIm*) dX 1,+1 ...

(

:

?or a constant function the losses

-

L(Wi , di)

For learning obbsrvations Bayes,
P~m/~~/i

rulet

P(Wj,'M} j(Ximp, Mj)
P)

I

A functional diagram of a model wih
in

becomes

el
.

l

learn i,

f

awa
on

the figure.
Cone ls

ions

The design of a learning system and the
of the system accepting decisions

in

,oznibillt5

accordance with exte.-

nal changes and learning observations were examined.

After

aecepting a decision the system makes use of certain 4teps
directed at improving its operation as it accumulates experience.
The problem of recognition or classiflcatic

-14~
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"Aheoryr and the

~~1~c

TUE ADVANTAO

OF OXN-LOLt COGNITIV

following is the tamnslation of an article by 0. Ge Ivakh.IlenlD, Ilev, In~ t3h* UMciinlaanuIanuage periodical AvtoMaV(Automation), Vol 70 No 6v ftblishing House Z!"ihe
IiAiiy of Sciences, Ukrairian SSRtD 11ev, 1962, pagea 10".
19. The article was submite to the editors 12 June l962j7
Systems Perceiving Letters. SyLjAbls. Words, and ftrzases
The previously described system (Alpha) perceives (reads) irdivVAuai letters, figure., or' any other symbols. When letters are prO-,otein chronological sequence on the input of the system'it is not rrv -sa
to reproduce them exactly as they appear in print, nor is it necs.
to enunciate them as they are pronounced idividually, because it ~
produce distortions of the normal speech &uw to the fact that the o
pronunciation of each letter varies, depending on its position enmong 0:c!:
letters in accordance with phonetic rules. Thusp it appears that sys8
perceiving at once entire words or even phrases would be much more e.
tive.
A-Mausination. of Certain Outputs of the System by Introduction of an 2
mnt f Logical "Or" (Alternatoe

*
*the

Wihen a certain letter is projected on the input of the "Al1pha"l
system, it produces a tension on the output of the correspondin grpoup
of associated cells (already informed)* This tension is close to its
mxldmum potentiaLi 45, 60, 55, 50, 60# etc. There are certain$ comparativelyv small, aberrations occurring because of the so-called "noises"
produced by the differences in the design of a given letters This hap-'
pens because the voltage indicator does not respond to these mll viriations and therefore the entire system tends towards "generalization"
or "extrapolation"& Thus, the various designs of the same letter acquire
same nomenclature. From this it does not follow, however, that diLfferent designs of the same letter could be combined to form one conception. For instance, large print of the letter "I" is entirely different
from the small letter N"., and in order to identify each it would be
necessary to use diverse groups of associated cells* Should "Alpha"
system be adapted to a soundmreproduotion devices then both variations
-17-

ot this lotwe (030 and as$) oou]A be ooadbd by usIAg a, logical upi

SLU ato an sltimaide"e.
WaI tht Mae the sound reProduetdon tar
both would he** an Idenicael sod ao**e The sawe Process -tahss Place
also, In the hiusn aind.

QMM_ iv ision, of the MWt !fmta
The eAse of the s'teor.2d be dtermined by the nmbe of the
associated oells (re2. ye required for its fct
onig In turn the mp
ber of celle depends on tevobw of noato read' into the system
and also on the methods of its distribution. Thus, larger volumeI of in..
formation predicatesa&larger else of system.se
tuscpbeo e'
osivixg syllables (weadift and sequsming them oboooial should
be larger in slae than systems reading only letters. Systems perceiving
or reading a c"Ipete word would be still largers and the largeet of @.1l
would be a system capa~ble of reading coaiplete, phrases.
--

At this point we wish to note that this very fact reveali a po-.
tential- possibility for evtal des in of systmn that would be more
accomplished than the hm brain - systeni that would poeceive informnation by complete aentenoe or evnby entire pages of text# - a feat
imposqible for the human brain. Now# let us analyze what consttte
an optlan division of information from the point of viem of the eye-.
tMID ese.o In Practical application this results in the abole of the
numb.' of layers of associating cells
SYlables are foamed with letters words - with syllale, phrasea
v ith words. Thus# it is poesible to design a fow-layer systems firs-,
layr, of associating ceons, w=l perceive letters, second -- sylabi..,
third - words and fourthi - the entire phrase Ta designing the
it would be possible to Nomit' some of the layers and thus oonstrub. a
system with three layers,9 two layers, or eOe one layer.

Calculaftios prved that at a given volume of Input information,

a one-lawe system is the most economials
associating cells.

-

it requires a miaim of

Let us Investigate the problem of optimum number of layers in
practical applioatione
Assuming It is required to oointraot a learning system capable
of cognitions as well as reaction to phrases composed of words Included
in the following sLzte'wr vocabulary.

216
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Let us also assume
taat a system
in size
if it
had a minimum of associating oells

*

n ta

ing our comparison we shall

make the following assumptionui a) No more than 12 symbols are neoessary to identify an individual letter; b) the longest word in the vocabruveliahitlj inoreasg and it has nine letters and
ulary is Y36JwhImT
four syllables; o) all words are composed from an alphabet of 24. letters
(in Russian); d) vocabulary consists of the sixteen above mentioned
words; e) the longest phrase consists of four words, and the number of
informative phrases is 20 (only 20 informative phrases are read iy.t,+ input)j f) the number of syllables in the vocabulary is 30.
Let us proceed now with calculations of the number of cells required for different variations of the system in order to determix
z
optimum number of layre from the point of view of the size of the system
The number of cells in each layer is determined according to the
formulas
N mr

*

where n - is the number of symbols used depending on the system's capacity for division; U - factor of all possible separate images; m - fLator of all utilized separate images (there is a number of images that

are perceived simultaneously).

For instance, for one layer of system

(Alpha) reading consecutively 33 letters of the alphabet, we obtain the
followings - N - 12 X 33 X 1
396 cells.
S

tems That do not Store the Perceived Information

For the purpose of brevity we ehall limit ourselves to the conrstruction of a system that reads only one word. Figure 1 in a diagram
of a two-layer system oapable of reading first the letters and then
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vords.

A nwuber of cel.ls in this a sban equaals
1laqe
2 layerWxUx1a

12 124 X9 a292

The muiber of oe11i in each la'w. is determined according. to the
formulas N a dnt ubue n - UL the mnber of symbols used depending on
the eystemits capacity for divisiong N - factor of an.possible separate
imageal a - factor of 41&
itised separate images (there. is a miber
of images that are perceived a ulansously) * For instance, for o,-e
laow of ms~te (Alpha) reading consecuti~vely 33 letters. of the a1;phpbet, we obtain the followings -N - 12 x 33 x 1 a 396 conls.
Systaiss That do not Store the Perosived. Information
Par the purpose of brevity we shell llimit ourselves to the
atruotion of a system that reads only one words Figure 1 is a diarh:
of a two-layer system capable of reading firs~t thA letters and then Vo,.
A number of clls in thin system eqvialm
I layer
12 X24 X9 a2592
2 law
216 X16 X1- 3456

ui v

a

h i

I i

t

'

g-noreaB~7

IT9

I~lE ~of

mxIUU

tensiori

Figure 1U Too-lawe system perceivizg firs5t letters then words*
%e mabers- 1-26 designate the words similarly mbered on page 19.-7
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'igure

2 is another variant of a two-layer system peceivirg

syllables and then words.

The number of cells in this case is#

i layer
2 layer

60 X 30 X 4 - 7200
120 X 16 X I a 1'20
Total

u

Y

I

v

e

1

V £8

i

i

9120 cells

oh

i

M V

t

,

Znorease 7

T

bk

nres

Y

IBN

I

J

Indicutor
mira"L
t=nsion
increase

FiXre 2.

A two-layer system that reads first syllJables then :
Designations are the saz.e as in Fi,7ure 1.

S3Finally,
word at once.

Fig'u.,re 3 is a one-layer syste
This system uses

that reads the entire

108 X 16 X i = 1728 cells
TIs oroves that the one-layer system is in f&ct ar± optt-w sye
frox
the roint of view of size (providing the system is not required to stoxce
the in./ornfaion).

-
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1

1..Ch

i

trLt jcrea 3e7

II

lEN

Indicator

iaximum tension

increase

Figure 3.

Cne-layer system vdidh readj the entire word at onces
Designations are the same as in Figure 1.

te

Let 'us calculate the niubet of slls reqvired for a
perceiving any of the twenty possilble different coj.u-d, tla.-.

be given by using any of the above mentioned sixteen words.
N - (1L8 X 4) X 20 XI

- 8640 oelJs

A stem That Could Read Shakskpe.e
Let us assume that we wish to design a system capable of perceiving all the words in Shakespeare's vocabulary (considering the longest
word to be of 10 lftters and the vocabulary to be of 30,000 words),
Such case would require

120 x 30,000 X I - 3,6.106 cells
In contrast to a man this system is capable of reading an entire
phrase at once which makes it superior to the hwmn brain.
In order to disoruisite wbieu
all the pases that could be
eAsed
in inslwuting people and adding to it all the possible variations
-22.-

of them (such apm
vide this ystmj
brain* ut tis

with

tieeWl

for lastm) i.t would be Mesomay to pre&

,.aua'e e 3

kth.U m ava1able in th. humn
w
be oapable of rading

wds as -, does)*
entire phrases at owe (and not
lfAemasescie at the Psent
This epai the fat that the
time, is trying to solve the problm af pmodocing inzxen ive binary
micro elements end develop methods few0

4n systems with total

im-

ber of aaaoOSating cells in the order of

Systes, vith.Capacity for Btoring ParoeivedInomto
Mxat awe the methods for reduuing the nmber of required celia?
Thea. methods are suggested to us by natwe itself,

To begn with tlc

reading systems with any nmber of layers of aseating
*

ells could not

read the entire information at onn
they read Tzogressively0 in pa-t
and use the short-lived ability,of memoriing the text as man d'ea,
is known from the general theory of ooiwennations# any a2lev
.
.
the process of the input of information tend to simplif. hp
tem.
Introducing special meoiszing devices permits a sharp reducic-.
in the number of associating oells. This fact could easily be pro
by examples.
In the "Alpha" systm the 33 letters in the alphabet could b3
read either by using 33 grows of associating e4A acting in para:0&LJ

(as we have demonstrated previous2y) or by 1

0*

e group which

is continuously learning and relear
(with the help of the first
additional and reversible lnk) ettwe that are projected on the input
of the system. Information thus obtained is transmitted to the mnworising device* Identification of the letters is carried out by means
of their comparative analysis in the output goup and also in the memorizing device (ioe. with the help of the outo-off reversible device).
For instanoe. if a sequence of symbols f
already projected on the
input of the system, has been assigned number "l" then at any repetition
of the same sequence it would be stored again under rAmber "1". In a
system that perceives sixteen words (F1g* lp 2 3) utilisation of memory
devices also permits use of only one system "Alpha", capable of reading

letters in chronological sequencee
*

In Fig. 1ls 23,
dotted lines indicate that part of the system,
which remains under mai.d
exploitation of the memorizing devioe. Each
layer retains only one system.
It could be readily provenv

that in case of aeorizing i.formnp.

tion, the one lamer system also requires a mnim of associating ceLls.
it is also evident that it WIll work freer and more often than two or
three la
systems (because it will require more operations of reading
m23

and memorzing).
In this respect a compromise solution considering not on3a the
size of the system, but also the speed of its operation, is suggested

to us by nature itself. It is impossible for a man to read a omplete
sentenoe at once, thus, evidently (considering what has been said befo--v
about reading individual letters) an optimum system wuld be a systei
that would read syllables or words with a transitory memurlzing of the
text. In this fashion we would secure a satisfactory solution for ootimum volume of information, to be introduced into the system siwAlta -.
eously. At the same time we would be able to determine the optim3il

division of this information into parts, having in mind not only the

size, but also the speed of the systamo However, leaving out the element of speed, and considering only the size, the one-layer system appears to be the most advantageousj regardless of whether memorizing devices are available or not, providing that the entire input of the systam is read as a whole and not in paxse

Syitems Lnp 1 ong an Element of Probabilitv
Another method of reducing the size of the system is based on the
use of an element of probabilitye We are apt to guess the meaning o?
the word by lookLng only at its beginning, or the end (sometimes the
middle)e In this fashion we also achieve a reduction in the volume of
required informations which at the same time results in the reduction
of the number of required associating cells e Considering that nature
evidently selected an optimum variant in the creation of the human brain
(regarding the economy of required elements) we would assume that the
best system is that, which reads the text by syllables (memorizing it),
and takes into account the human faculty to make assumptions on the

basis of only partial information (subconscious mind).
Development of the optimum sizes of systems is only beginning.
There could be no doubt that in the years ahead optimun and invariant
systems will be designed (ice. instantaneous cognitive learning syitaio'
that excell the speed and the capacity of the human brain.
Methods for Calculating "Resolv

Ca

ijtyf of the Cognitive Systea

One of the least developed problems is that of the choice of nmxbears of associating cells in each group - n I .
n 2 is, the bigger the number of identifying symbols
is, and the greater the "resolving capacity" of the system is. At the
same time it also lessens the possibility of error in redistribution of
images. ree Not 9 7 To be sure, besides the number of symbols it is
The larger

(&te To be more exact, with the increase in the number of sybol& use
the "resolving capacity" either grows or remains stable.)
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and th. stability of the sy-

the useftlnos

to calltelao

eWo#sa

t us attat to derive S uathmatioal eautOnf the "resolw

bdw

g o&aPmtY* in orda to utilize it in the seleotion of the mbw of
a equals the
associating on2.s for the group nis The umber of gro
.,infdtidual lasgee (for =upe, the number of letters in the
Vbw
n
bet). Tonsion at the output of the group Io-oi equals
a
N'

Wher

l<L<xi,

<h<m'.

Indi ator of maxim= tension (voltage indicator) equasei the:.;e,
tpurIom in paIXs (after a certain oader) and it is able to re.ste Gi.
of tension only if it is suM loently different fron the tenar a
M4
1 XI=t
appearing at the output* Therefore, we evident y shall be in a position
to evaluate "the resol vig

oapacitye by the value of RO which depends on

the smallest difference between the two highest tensions in output
wen taken in pairs, and from the threshold of the worked
,whZ..,

zo

out indicator of maxiniun tenision, aooordiug to formula
iia
s a threshold of the worked out output relays.

where

the Minium difference, selected from the t..

Z Mt

i

largest among the oupwb

tensions* When, for exampls, R a 3, it means that the system ha a
neossary reserve of "resolving capacity" with the given number ot as o-

iating cells n1

and the after effects

vi i'k"

Mawioal exaiAe. We shall designate "resolv ng capacity' of
bm*
1.oh (in a learned oondation) haa the actual after-seffeots
the
(with the number of cells in the group n - 12),
Vo

m

-

+

+I- - += I+--I1

as-=---1-1+1+1+1+

+ -+

+

- 1- l+l+I+ I+1I

Using the above fOiiLU# we find that in p'ojeoting image A, enslons ofthe group ae equa3ing
:Z168+12

IitaLb

".%
Z$'-8. V

In pojecting image

L' -I

=itts

A%-,+14 un,,tt

B we obtain accordingly
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In proting image C -

ZM--

zj- o Ws.,

is
;

z,-+2its i;, +

ftes

The smallest of the diffemioee in tenuiona, regisaie
voltage i dicator, in equal to
&Z.min a 12 unit*

i7 a

Assuming the threshold ofthe woksd out indicato to be
Uav - 10volt one unit of tension in equal to 5 volts and

solving capaoityO will be

m tibe W

RZ1283

The system has a sixfold reee . Repeating a nube at on*
cal0ulations with the change of the associating cells n, I s ea7
to see that the "resolving capact" of the system dea'easee
Uhen
becomes smaller* The mafeI

nl the smaller the "resolving capacity"
(Fig* 4) When R ( l the system ceases to discen the Iges
(Voltage
indicator does not work).
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These calculatione covld be used for rational selectio of the,'
in a op iL aIoder to seeur the given ream. of
nume of o.l63

Preso1vIug capacity* .R for the systm In passing, let up note that
another additional link could be achioved in anob a =y that i.th a
constaub nmb

of oells in .ti

group n

a seleotion could be made

from the factor of nosymbols that would provide greatest *resoling
7h prap,ng in this oase should come from the countfi
oapac'*.
device that would deberiine R in accordance with the above raleo

I

3
Fiur

*

7

*Apoito

.-

5SJ

frltosi

2

Figire 4. Approxdaation of relationship
between the "resolving oapaoity" of the
oognitive system and +ha nxmberz of associating cells in a P'oup.

Tho PrincIples of Designing Systems for, Cortro of Compls= Prooe'7As is known (2) the present system of control in co Lec T,+
coald be divided into the following parts,
1)

Means and methods of perceiving situation (identification)

2)

Logio-taking decision

3)

Means and methods of influencig the object (activization)

,)

Object of oontrol

.

These four parts represent a system of controls which ooul& be
de-reloped by oontemporary theory of controls Jncludir the theUy of
Dispemion analysis tells us that the resolving the capaoin'rarianta
itr of the systm provides the most effective influence on the object.
In more simple cases any stabilisation system could be designed completely on the basis of the above given sohemese Control and regulation of
thit size helps in solving the problem. of identification. The logic of
it is that the ability to compare the regulated product with its purpose

helps In discovering the ca"se of deviation.
to solv

Servomotr -and booster help

the problem of aetivisation.
All these factors together wiih the object of regulation implemt

a well known system of stabilisation of the regulated quantities. The
problem of Identification At the new Contemporary level is solved by a
battery of devcese. The above described resolving systems also could
be used for solving that problm. 7n facto it is not difficult to see
that the problem of discerning letters is not essentially different frox
the problem of disoerni-g other situations that arise, for ewamrple, in
the industrial prodaotiono
Let Us give a very simple exmple. A tanker comes into port for
delivery of its cargo of oil. The ship's presence at a given berth in
the warf is give a smbol + 1 unit, absence - 1 unit, ship filled to
a certain level + 1i t, below that level - 3 unit, etco Mhe number
of the output reaotions would correspond to the number of the possible
situationss naturealy, some of then could be combined through the use
of the logical alternative "OR". and would still produce the desired
reaction of the syste.
We wish to point out again that control syst o
regarding coplez processes, whether in their entirety or in part.,, f,th purpose of Manag
an operations could be carried out as an c,-cn
system* as a closed system, or as a combination of both.
An 2M Systa. of
COsists of an identifying part, a
con
logical decision pat. a Control p
and an object of nanagement not
conneated wit the identifying parb. A system of that sort could be
only a oogntive learning system because the logical decision in all
its particulars nmut be given by a mne& For each output of the identi-

fying part of the sstem, a certain reaction should be introduced into
the system by a san (inorder to inf~uenoe the object)* Therefore, regardless of the fact that the identilying part of the system could have
a self-leLxing capacity, the entire system atill could be an open one
and lack that magic quality.
Closed ytem of

that itsii i

ement differe from the previous by the fact

WnigJ part is closey tied to the objeot of managament.

The existence of a closed circuit end a return connection does not per
so indicated sel-suoffiojent and self-organized system. Self-organdzqation (or self-learning) in a closed system takes place only vhent
1) it seleots and puts in operation the algorismu that couple
the idaetItying pert to the possible reactions of the system, and wa,!
part consists only in indicating the purpose of the actionj
2)

it carries out this selection and improves upon itj

3) unde certain conditions it also finds the rational pMpose
of its action.

A

Lot us anlalyse thus problwaiof a"VDmwgstioi one by ones

V

A

simplified amaplea tawe or* tw pessibOke 1Pa
fer tie oisawrying
tonlr The cot.igsywtem e
the. wlading of the shipo
The folowing situatiouis are possbl
a) boft hefth am fivesr b) U3e
first berth is occupe4,o) the -seem heat lia oooupied d) both berths
we' occupied. The s~
A6 et 1
7Wf~g
system should have four outputs
orresponhding to the ~aof
the udut~
O aiudrng the loading
and unloading costs# poping expeow"
h~~
nmber of the possible
reat4ons oculd ber v~n3
ms
et
the nmbe of the out-.
puts of the idmntifyin a~t~bws
the systesm eould take intp e -ooumb previous history, and eatto tble o~dt~ of outpuxbe. However$ the possible wmsi mubex of reactions eamiot exceed 'the total
number of possible outputs, and they prervide the ultmate
o~rThr
all the variants of loadiN and uusieMng eould be caclae on the
oting madhines or on the nodes esalsigaeuenw of reactiome
of any index (for
(algor.. of act'ion)# which establshe the egmesa
instace, Nddm of unloaflng co8s) orMU
t~im murltow~
between a number of indices,, (forasua. option relonship, between
the speed aid the cost of unloading).
The purpose of the iation in such a syst 5 Use. demostration
of etrz'e or the optimam relonshp is inficated by man and the
role of the system. consists in *
-uatn
and bringin about the optimum method of reaching this purpose by usans of computing and oonipering all the possible variants,

varatins n te ounting mosbines are accomplishing only the 1first
problem of self-organisatione Se2.fu' aqgxation of the system could be
imiproved# if we could add the capacity for
irvement to it on thes basis
of its past performance.
It should be remoibered that besides a omputation and comparison
of all the possible variant*# we ould also introduce statistical researoh to aoisive the first satiamfa*wy result. In such a ease oowp.
tation and comprison conce'm only those variants uhioli are closest to
the very exreme.
8.2.flarning systm with statistical research compute the result
ofthe revousperformance and teot those decisions that appear'
to be the most promising, They rejewb unatiesatory ones and. do not
seek arawers in areas proven to be inappropriate. Self-leqrning in a
system helps it maim proper decisio
faster and bettom* Self-lear~.g
system seekdig the optimm or the extreme awe oharaoterized by automatically improving the algoriA3ms of search for their objatives. This
-29-

. Aphieved by a&Sing another sys4 of a different order to the emcsat
ing one, and treating the latter an an object of the second (hierarchy
of the ex~teme yteii)

8l.trn.ai.ng results in a speedier and better

work of the system that commands "the knwwedge of eperienee. The
words "faster and better" indlcate that with reference to both we ere

confronted either by the modoastation of statistical approach ar by the
supplemental return connection ioich is alwap present when we deal vith
the avanch type procem of poth of some physical quantities. In
this case action of the splm
ftl return connection leads to a con-

tinuous increase in speed of the sy

es action and its accuracy*

Thus the second of the three above mentioned problems of self-

organization is solved with the help of statistical research or supplemental return oonneotions.
3.

tion.

S

with ReseaM Aearcg the Ppse

of Self-Or

siza-

It is possible to mak the vysf more perfect by adding to it

-- oapacity for searching and finding the goal of self-organization.

Let us pose a question here. Is it possibleg in principles to remove
man from his ultimate role, the role of establishing the systems' goals
or changing them? In principle this, evidently, is quite possible. But
then again you have to consider the process of evolutionary strug;Kle,
death and survival. Those systems that survived either by ohanoe or fany other reasons, succeeded in doing so because they have found morm

appropriate aims and have transmitted them down the line* This is
evidently the process that took place in nature, as a result of which
we have the existing species of animal and plant life. Both, as is we23
known, possess well designed management systemSo

It is evident that in designing management systems for industriai
purposes, knowledge of systems' aims does not create a problem because
the aims of management are very clear and could be determined by men
id.thout any difficulty. The rest of self-organization could be carried
out by the system itself.
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